
ORDER SHEET 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SINDH, CIRCUIT COURT HYDERABAD 

C.P. No.S-1245 of 2016 

DATE                ORDER WITH SIGNATURE OF JUDGE 

1. For orders on office objection   

2. for katcha peshi.  

3. For hearing of MA-10422/2016 

 

05.12.2016. 

 

  Ms. Razia Ali Zaman Khan, Advocate alongwith petitioners.   

   

M/s. Roshan Ali Azeem Mallah, Advocate for private respondents  

 

Ms. Perveen Chachar, Advocate alongwith respondent No.6.  

 

Mr. Ashfaque Nabi Kazi, Assistant A.G A/W SIP Hazar Khan of 

P.S Kot Lalo District Khairpur and ASI Manzoor Ali o/b of SHO 

of P.S 60-Mile.   

       = 

 

  Today, both the petitioners are present in Court. Respondent 

No.6-Syed Naseer Ahmed Shah as well as respondent No.7-Lutuf Ali, who are 

fathers of petitioner No.2 and 1 respectively, are also present in Court. Despite 

efforts, the petitioner No.2-Mst.Iram Bibi is very reluctant to meet her mother-

Mst.Tasleem, who is present in Court. She is not even ready to meet her mother 

in the office of A.A.G Sindh under the lady police supervision. At this juncture, 

Ms. Razia Ali Zaman, the learned Counsel representing the petitioners submits 

that petitioner No.2 being sui juris cannot be compelled by anyone including 

her parents to have a meeting with them. She also shows her apprehensions 

about the safety and security of both the petitioners as today in Court the 

relatives of lady petitioner are present. However, Mr. Roshan Ali Azeem 

Mallah and Ms. Perveen Chachar, the learned Counsel representing the private 

respondents, have controverted the above position and submitted that petitioner 

No.2 is continuously under pressure and that is why refusing to meet her 

mother. At this juncture, it has also been stated by the learned A.A.G that both 

these petitioners have also been directed to be present before the learned Sukkur 

Bench on 13.12.2016 in Criminal Miscellaneous Application No.372/2016. 



  Be that as it may, the nature of this proceeding is limited only to 

the extent of protecting life and liberty of a citizen. However, it appears today 

that a hostile environment persists on both sides and in these circumstances I 

direct the concerned police officials to ensure that today both these petitioners 

reach their place of abode/destination under the supervision of Police, so that no 

untoward incident should take place. Police officials are further directed that if 

anyone found taking law in his hands or creating any trouble or law and order 

situation, should be dealt with strictly in accordance with law. With these 

observations and directions, the present constitutional petition stands  

disposed of.     

    

   

                                                 JUDGE 

 

        
 

Shahid     

  


